Sidewalk Blaster™ 36" wide and 48” wide
SIDEWALK BLASTER™ is a huge time saver and a BACK SAVER. It is approximately
50% more efficient than conventional snow pushers allowing more energy for pushing
snow with less downward force wasted in friction to the ground. An added unexpected
benefit is its huge pulling capacity. Pull even more heavy snow, large ice chunks, slush/
snow mix with our patent pending top metal edge or bottom rubber edge. This Pulling
function is especially important when you find heavy, giant chunks of frozen ice at the
end of the driveway as a result of overnight snowplowing. These are too big for
snowblowers as they will break shearpins. And they are sometimes too large to lift or
push with a conventional snow pusher. Sidewalk Blaster™ will easily pull even 1 1/2
foot diameter ice chunks out of the way. No other shovel or pusher can do this! Push
snow across grass, gravel, or wooden decks!
Why strain yourself lifting heavy snow over and over again when you can just push it
like a snow plow or easily pull it out of the way?
Save time clearing sidewalks and cross walks. You can literally run down the sidewalk
with this wide Hybrid tool and clear slush and semi solid snow...we call it Sidewalk
Blasting!! Sidewalk Blaster™ skips over sidewalk cracks making it less likely you will get
an unexpected and annoying "catch and stop" like ordinary snow pushers.
It is totally new and amazing and QUIET! No more annoying grating sound of metal
against sidewalk. Especially in Hospital Quiet zones. No need to run expensive, noisy,
and polluting snow blowers and snow brushes.
SIDEWALK BLASTER™ is not prone to catching on most small sidewalk cracks,
uneven pavement, wooden deck spacings, metal fittings in sidewalks, and chunks of ice
stuck to the pavement. Blast down the sidewalk to finish the job quicker.
Increases efficiency of snow removal teams.
Snow, drizzle and slush easily pushed away from entrances. Reduce slip and fall
hazards in lobbies with rubber bottom edge.
Clear snow from gravel or stone walks and drives.
IN HEAVY SNOW, SIDEWALK BLASTER™ is designed to PULL snow. Flip the
SIDEWALK BLASTER™ over and pull the heavy snow out of the way. All of our existing
Snow Plow Operator customers have reduced hand shoveling time per property from
approximately 8 minutes to ONE MINUTE. Multiply that times 75 properties and you
have enough saved manpower to pay for Sidewalk Blaster™ in ONE DAY and be able
to add more customers to your day!
STEPS AND STAIRS: Clear steps with while standing safely at the lower level. Pull
snow from under cars and trucks.

PICKUP TRUCK BEDS: For automobile dealerships in snow country, pull snow from
pickup trucks in one pull without scratching metal truck beds.
SIDEWALK BLASTER IS DURABLE: Made from heavy gauge aircraft grade aluminum.

